
X marks the spot
875NMICHigan



This is where work time and hang out time 

come together. Modern spaces for getting 

work done, and a new fitness center for getting 

workouts in. Amazing office views during the 

day, and incredible dinner views at night. 

Power

>	7.5 watts per SF, expandable to 10+

>	Transformers on every floor

>	Two separate power feeds from three different 

substations, with automatic throw-over switch

>	Twin 1100-Kilowatt generators

HVAC

>	Computer-controlled exterior and interior 

temperature monitoring for comfortable 

environment and cost-efficiency

>	Digitally-controlled air volume boxes for 

individualized tempered air

Elevators

>	Six low-rise, eight mid-rise, and five high-rise 

high-speed passenger elevators

>	Two passenger elevators to and from the garage

>	Two freight elevators

Security

>	Fully integrated technologically advanced 

security system

>	24/7 monitoring throughout the building by 

on-duty personnel and surveillance systems

>	Building IDs required for elevator access for all 

employees

>	CCTV cameras located throughout the building

Parking	

>	The building’s automated parking garage, on 

floors 6-12, is open to the public. 

>	The garage is enclosed, heated, and has 710 

parking spaces. 

>	Monthly, daily, and weekday early special rates 

are available. 

>	Park here 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and 

all holidays.

Safety

>	Speaker/strobe notification appliances

>	One-way voice communication system

>	Sprinklers throughout the entire building

>	Elevator recall

>	Simplex life-safety panel, monitored 24/7 by 

the building’s Security Command Center

>	Computerized monitoring system to relay 

location of any emergency and unlock 

stairwell doors when necessary

>	Vertical smoke shaft to enable smoke exhaust 

to the roof

Connectivity

>	Redundant telecommunications connectivity

>	Fiber from several different telecom providers 

available within the building’s lower level 

network point-of-presence

Experience	the	perfect	mix	at	

875	North	Michigan	Avenue.

Availability	from	1,800	to	31,000	RSF 875northmichiganavenue.com



mike curran +1 312 228 2079 
craig coupe +1 312 228 3772
Greg Gerber +1 312 228 2330

The tourist attractions at 875 North Michigan 

Avenue are incredible. But for tenants, there’s 

even more. Iron out a contract in the conference 

center, or pump some iron in the fitness center. 

Hang	out	x	Work	out	x	Go	out


